The IATA Global People Forum is an inspiring, thought-provoking event featuring HR experts, industry specialists, and inspirational speakers. Through a mix of short presentations, dynamic debates, and interactive workshops, every participant will have the opportunity to share and shape best practices, contribute to meaningful dialogue and drive the people agenda.

**The Future of Talent in Aviation**

Discover how economic and societal changes will reshape the talent landscape and what it means for aviation's future workforce. We'll cover labour, migration, workforce changes, generational dynamics and its impact on you.

**Redefining Talent Attraction in Aviation**

Talent attraction and acquisition is changing. Explore how airlines are revolutionizing their talent acquisition methods to meet these new demands and to attract talent to the industry.

**Diversity, Equity & Inclusion in Aviation**

Diversity, equity and inclusion is an important part of employer value propositions. Gain insights into how airlines are taking a proactive approach on diversity, equity & inclusion to attract and retain their workforce.

**Mastering Tomorrow's Skills Today**

The aviation skills landscape is rapidly transforming. Dive into discussions with airlines leading the way in innovative skill development, ensuring their workforce is equipped for the challenges of the future. During the session we'll discuss the key skills gaps, and how to effectively build effective learning.

**AI and the Workforce**

AI is reshaping every aspect of people strategy in aviation, often in unpredictable ways. Delve into thought-provoking discussions on harnessing AI's potential to shape your people strategies.

**Beyond 25by2025: The Next Chapter in Aviation DE&I**

It’s time to reflect on the progress made since 25by2025 was launched. But is it enough? Join us as we critically assess the current state of DE&I and the wider people agenda and set a course for the future of people including diversity, equity, and inclusion in aviation.